Correlation between phosphorylation of the chemotaxis protein CheY and its activity at the flagellar motor.
Phosphorylation of the chemotaxis protein CheY by its kinase CheA appears to play a central role in the process of signal transduction in bacterial chemotaxis. It is presumed that the role is activation of CheY which results in clockwise (CW) flagellar rotation. The aim of this study was to determine whether this activity of CheY indeed depends on the protein being phosphorylated. Since the phosphorylation of CheY can be detected only in vitro, we studied the ability of CheY to cause CW rotation in an in vitro system, consisting of cytoplasm-free envelopes of Salmonella typhimurium or Escherichia coli having functional flagella. Envelopes containing just buffer rotated only counterclockwise. Inclusion of CheY caused 14% of the rotating envelopes to go CW. This fraction of CW-rotating envelopes was not altered when the phosphate potential in the envelopes was lowered by inclusion of ADP together with CheY in them, indicating that CheY has a certain degree of activity even without being phosphorylated. Attempts to increase the activity of CheY in the envelopes by phosphorylation were not successful. However, when CheY was inserted into partially-lysed cells (semienvelopes) under phosphorylating conditions, the number of CW-rotating cells increased 3-fold. This corresponds to more than a 100-fold increase in the activity of a single CheY molecule upon phosphorylation. It is concluded that nonphosphorylated CheY can interact with the flagellar switch and cause CW rotation, but that this activity is increased by at least 2 orders of magnitude by phosphorylation. This increase in activity requires additional cytoplasmic constituents, the identity of which is not yet known.